**A Time of Fear**
by Albert Marrin
Y973.3 Mar
Featuring black-and-white historical photographs, this is a timely examination of the Cold War and the relevance of Communism in today’s world.

**Black Birds in the Sky**
by Brandy Colbert
Y976.686 Col
A recounting of one of the most deadly and destructive acts of racial violence in American history which explores the ways the Tulsa Race Massacre is the story of America.

**The Rise and Fall of Charles Lindbergh**
by Candace Fleming
Y Biography Lindbergh
Offers insights into the more complicated aspects of celebrated aviator Charles Lindbergh’s life, from his Nazi sympathies and anti-Semitic beliefs to his support of controlled breeding and his advocacy of environmental causes.

**Becoming: Adapted for Young Readers**
by Michelle Obama
Y Biography Obama
Michelle Obama shares her views on how all young people can help themselves as well as help others, no matter their status in life.

**Gone to the Woods**
by Gary Paulsen
Y Biography Paulsen
Author Gary Paulsen shares the story of his turbulent childhood, his escape into military service and the life-changing impact of a librarian who handed him his first book.

**The Cat I Never Named**
by Amra Sabic-El-Rayess
Y Biography Sabic-El-Rayess
A Muslim-Bosnian teen describes her experiences during the Bosnian genocide and her remarkable relationship with a stray cat who followed her home and saved the lives of her family members.

**Youth Graphic Novel**

**Wonderful Women of the World**
by Laurie Halse Anderson
YGN Y920.72 Won
These are tales of the real-world heroes who take up Wonder Woman’s mantle and work in the fields of science, sports, activism, diplomacy, and more!

**Adult Nonfiction**

**Flowers in the Gutter**
by K.R. Gaddy
943.5343 Gad
The story of the Edelweiss Pirates, a group of teens who survived the Third Reich while resisting the Hitler Youth, helping POWs, and sabotaging Nazi factories.
Juvenile Nonfiction

**We Are Power: How Nonviolent Activism Changes the World**  
by Todd Hasak-Lowy  
J303.61 Has  
An inspiring introduction to nonviolent activism and how it works.

**Race Through the Skies: The Week the World Learned to Fly**  
by Martin W. Sandler  
J629.13 San  
In 1903, the Wright brothers made three brief flights, and no one was there to watch them. Six years later, Wilbur Wright traveled to Europe to evangelize about aviation and raise money for patents—and the world got aviation fever.

**How We Got to the Moon**  
by John Rocco  
J629.454 Roc  
Everyone knows of Neil Armstrong’s famous first steps on the moon. But what did it really take to get us there?

**Rolling Warrior**  
by Judith E. Heumann  
J Biography Heumann  
One of the most influential disability rights activists in US history tells her story of fighting to belong in school and society—a powerful role model for young adults with a passion for activism.

**The Impossible Climb: Alex Honnold, El Capitan, and a Climber's Life**  
by Hampton Synnott  
J Biography Honnold  
Recounts Alex Honnold’s unprecedented solo climb of Yosemite's El Capitan.

**A Shot in the Arm!**  
by Don Brown  
JGN J615.372 Bro  
Beginning with smallpox and concluding with an overview of the COVID-19 pandemic, Brown traces the evolution of vaccines and examines deadly diseases such as measles, polio, and influenza.

**Feminist AF: A Guide to Crushing Girlhood**  
by Brittney C. Cooper  
Y305.42 Coo  
An empowering guide to living your feminism out loud. Covers colorism, politics, romance and pleasure, code switching, and sexual violence.

**From a Whisper to a Rallying Cry**  
by Paula Yoo  
Y305.895 Yoo  
An account of the 1982 murder of Vincent Chin shares insights into how a miscarriage of justice in the wake of a hate crime rallied the Asian-American community throughout a civil rights trial.

**Ikigai for Teens: Finding Your Reason for Being**  
by Héctor García  
Y613 Gar  
Reveals the secrets to happiness and longevity through “ikigai,” the intersection of passion, purpose, and mission.

**Picturing a Nation**  
by Martin W. Sandler  
Y770 San  
Presents the US Farm Security Administration’s visual record of the Great Depression as its photographers used their cameras as weapons against poverty and racism.

**Wild Tongues Can't Be Tamed**  
by Saraciea J. Fennell  
Y810.808 Wil  
Sparking dialogue and hope, 15 original stories by best-selling and award-winning authors as well as up-and-coming voices question the different myths and stereotypes about the Latinx diaspora.

**Everything You Wanted to Know About Indians but Were Afraid to Ask**  
by Anton Treuer  
Y970.004 Tre  
An Ojibwe scholar and cultural preservationist answers the most commonly asked questions about Native Americans, both historical and modern.

Young Adult Nonfiction

**Ikigai for Teens: Finding Your Reason for Being**  
by Héctor García  
Y613 Gar  
Reveals the secrets to happiness and longevity through “ikigai,” the intersection of passion, purpose, and mission.

**From a Whisper to a Rallying Cry**  
by Paula Yoo  
Y305.895 Yoo  
An account of the 1982 murder of Vincent Chin shares insights into how a miscarriage of justice in the wake of a hate crime rallied the Asian-American community throughout a civil rights trial.